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World of war camp tier 4 quests guide classic wow classic

Подчинитель Пирон patrols outside the entrance to the instance. Сооружение автогиробуророек (Requires level 20, Shareable)Starts and ends with Шони Молшунья (55, 12) in Dwarven District, Stormwind. Что происходит? Starts and ends with Вэлдон Баров (43, 83), located at Chillwind Camp, southern Western Plaguelands. Learn more about
these class quests on Wowhead’s guide and then join the discussion on the forums. The order is S, N, SW, SE, NW, NEJump down and kill Атал'аларион, who spawns in the pool in the middle.Click the serpent statue in the middle of the pool to turn in the quest. You turn it into Бетина Биггльцинк (81, 59), located in Light Hope, Eastern Plaguelands.
The Манускрипт Лоргалиса is in the water in an alcove to the right in the room with the turtles. Starts and ends with Аурий on the Undead side of the instance. Formulas: Enchant Weapon – Strength Plans: Blackguard Armor: Battle Healer’s Cloak, Berserker Bracers, Dryad’s Wrist Bindings, Forest Stalker’s Bracers Trinkets, Rings, and Neck
Pieces: Advisor’s Ring, Legionnaire’s Band, Scout’s Medallion Weapons: Advisor’s Gnarled Staff, Legionnaire’s Sword, Outrider’s Bow, Scout’s Blade See the full list of available rewards on Wowhead. Check out Quissy's Sunken Temple Guide. Return to TopWant a more in-depth guide? Starts and ends with Табета (46, 57), who is located in a house
north of Stonemaul Ruins, Dustwallow Marsh. Храм Атал'Хаккара (Requires level 38, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)You must do the three previous quests, starting with Озеро Слез given by Фел'зерул (47, 54) in Stonard, Swamp of Sorrows. Instructions on how to get to him can be found here. Horde and
AllianceMinimum effort if Horde, Medium effort if Alliance.This is a two part quest. Главный инженер Скути (Requires level 20)You must first pick up Техновойны to unlock this quest.Starts with Совик (76, 25), located in the Engineering room in the Valley of Honor, Orgrimmar. Allow everyone in your group to pick up and complete the initial quest
Плеть и Курганы from the same NPC before starting the escort quest. Check out Quissy's Uldaman Dungeon Guide. The Ключ от оков Гордока has a chance to drop from bosses in Dire Maul North, and completing this quest gives you access to Тайник Уззла Наперстяка. Неприятности в порту (Requires level 14, Shareable)Starts and ends with
Оператор крана Биггльфузз (63, 37) in Ratchet, near the wooden crane by the docks where the ground slopes down. Accept Пропавшее ожерелье, этап 3, which takes you back to Джаркал Замшелый Клык. Medium effortНеотправленное письмо (Requires level 16)(Note: You'll need to complete this quest to get another quest for The Stockade
later.)Drops from Эдвин ван Клиф, who is the last boss of Deadmines. Груды гуано (Requires level 30, Shareable) (Note: You'll need to complete this quest to get another quest for Scarlet Monastery later.)Starts and ends with Мастер-аптекарь Фаранелл (48, 69) located in The Apothecarium, Undercity. You will have to kill a few waves of elite
Ogres before Аррок Смертный Вопль shows up. Use the Окровавленная пика on the corpse of Горалук Треснувшая Наковальня, who is located in the room above The Rookery. Ysera, Aspect of the green dragonflight, sank the temple beneath the swamp and assigned wardens to ensure that the summoning rituals never be performed again. While
the Святая вода Стратхольма can be looted from the supply crates located in both the Live and Undead side, they are more plentiful on Undead Side of the instance. Complete the quest by killing the elites around the outside of the dungeon. Has the potential to drop off of the Trolls inside the instance. This includes Измятая записка, which leads to
Проблеск надежды provided by Маршал Винздор. Check out Saevicus' Blackrock Depths Detailed Strategy Guide. The Туман племени Атал'ай drops from Мракочервь, Глубинный скрытень, and Влажный слизнюк inside the instance. This quest can be completed multiple times. Minimum effortСиловые камни (Requires level 30,
Shareable)Starts and ends with Ригглфазз (42, 52) in the Badlands. Генерал Кузня Гнева is located in the West Garrison inside the instance. Go down the lift to the train station and he is located in one of the rooms. Kill Вождь Омокк, who is the first boss of the instance, and loot Голова Омокка.After you kill Мать Дымная Паутина, you'll go up a
ramp and have to kill a few Ogres guarding Urok's Tribute Pile. If you're a Dwarf, start with Фолиант доблести from Брандар Железный Молот (23, 6), in the Mystic Ward, Ironforge. Due to the large amount of quests for this dungeon, they are available by clicking on the togglers below:Minimum EffortMinimum effortУНИЧТОЖИТЬ НА МЕСТЕ:
Дворфы Черного Железа (Requires level 48, Shareable)Starts with a РАЗЫСКИВАЕТСЯ poster in Kargath and ends with Полководец Клинозуб (6, 47), both in Kargath, Badlands. Minimum effortВозвращенные сокровища (Requires level 33, Shareable)Starts and ends with Патрик Гарретт (62, 48), located in the center of Undercity. For more
specific directions, view this comment. The gems are located inside the dungeon and requires a kill of Аркедас, who is the last boss of the dungeon. The Медальон веры is located in Сейф Малора guarded by Командир Малор in the Live side of the instance. You will need the key to enter Dire Maul West and North.Want a more in-depth guide? Can
be completed by looting any Deviate Beast inside or outside the instance. Дар Менетила (Requires level 57)Must complete five previous quests, starting with Доктор Теолен Крастинов по прозвищу Мясник provided by Ева Саркофф (70, 73) located outside of Scholomance. You have to kill Тека Мученик, who patrols the room with all the scarabs
inside of the instance. Maximum EffortMaximum effort Операция:смерть Кузне Гнева (Requires level 52, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete three previous quests, starting with УНИЧТОЖИТЬ НА МЕСТЕ: Дворфы Черного Железа provided by РАЗЫСКИВАЕТСЯ in Kargath, Badlands and including
Грарк Лоркруб, which is a long escort quest.Starts and end with Полководец Клинозуб (6, 47), located in the top of the tower in Kargath, Badlands. Gives the follow up quest Возвращение кольца for Horde and Возвращение кольца for Alliance. This quest is repeatable. The Фетиш Хаккара drops from any Atal'ai Elites inside and outside the
dungeon.Питание для шокера (Requires level 47)You must do the two previous quests, starting with Ларион и Муиджин given by Ларион (45, 8) in Marshal's Refuge, Un'goro Crater.Started by Лив Быстрочин (62, 38) in Ratchet, The Barrens and ends with Ларион in Marshal's Refuge, Un'goro Crater. Братство Справедливости (Requires level 14,
Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Starts and ends with Маршал Гриан Камнегрив (56, 47) in Sentinel Hill, Westfall. Maximum EffortВ Храме Атал'Хаккара (Requires level 38, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)You must complete six previous quests, starting with В поисках Храма provided
by the same NPC. Medium effortЗатонувший храм (Requires level 46, Shareable)Starts with Ангелас Лунный Бриз (31, 45) located in Feathermoon Stronghold, Feralas.Turn it in to Марвон Клепальщик, who is near some ruins in the middle of Tanaris at (52, 45).Accept Круглый камень (Requires level 46), where you get the Круглый камень (62,
36) in a chest from Goblin house to the left of the docks in Ratchet.Fly back to him in Tanaris to turn it in. Simply kill Лефтендрис and loot Сеть Лефтендрис.Minimum effortПузиллин и старейшина Азж'Тордин (Requires level 54, Shareable)Starts and ends with Азж'Тордин (76, 37), who is located at the Lariss Pavillion, north of Camp Mojache,
Feralas. Minimum effortФрагменты осколка сумрака (Requires level 39, Shareable) Starts and ends with Верховный маг Тервош (66, 49), located in Theramore, Dustwallow Marsh. Инструкции кентавра-парии (Requires level 39, but there is a level 47 elite you have to kill)Starts and ends with Кентавр-пария, who patrols between (43, 85) and
(50, 86), which is south of Mannoroc Covern in Desolace. The NPCs can be located in the Detention Block inside the instance. Kill any Golems inside the instance for the Невредимое ядро элементаля. You turn it into the Купель сущности, which is in the left corner of the same room. Someone, whether in your group or not, needs to have the
Серповидный ключ to open the door.Want a more in-depth guide? For more information on how to obtain the key, or if you need a more in-depth guide, check out Quissy's Scholomance Guide. Medium effortСлова Аурия (Requires level 55, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Must complete Медальон веры provided by same
NPC to be eligible for this quest. Minimum effort Сокровище Баровых (Requires level 52, Shareable)Note: Алексий Баров may be dead due to an Alliance kill quest. Don't forget to pick up Ящик с отверстиями, Справочник владельца шмыгуноса, and Палочка-погонялочка для шмыгуносов which are beside Mizzyrix. Medium effortПоследнее
желание (Requires level 25, Shareable)Starts with Гералат Бурый Ручей inside the instance and ends with Трешала Бурый Ручей (69,67) in the Tradesmen's Terrace, Darnassus. Sadly, there isn't an easy way of explaining where the Khans are located, but it's outlined in the comments here.Medium effortЛегенды Мародона (Requires level 41,
Shareable)Семя Жизни (Requires level 39)Starts from Дух Зейтара, who appears in the middle of the ring after you kill Принцесса Терадрас, who is the last boss in the dungeon. Starts and ends with Wizzle Brassbolts (78, 77), Shimmering Flats, Thousand Needles. Maximum effortИспытание знаний (Requires level 25, Shareable if prerequisite
quests are completed by other player) First complete six quests in the chain, starting with Испытание веры from Dorn Plainstalker, located in Thousand Needles. If you don't want to run to the back of the cave, you can watch this video to try to get her by climbing up the mountain.Айс Вентурон, к вашим услугам! (Requires level 57)A 300 Skinner
must skin Чудовище with Свежеватель Пипа for Пип Шустрикс to show up.Starts with Пип Шустрикс inside the raid and ends with Малифой Черномолот (61, 38) in Everlook, Winterspring. An explanation of where you can locate the punch cards can be found in this comment.Великое предательство (Requires level 25, Shareable)Starts and ends
with Главный механик Меггакрут (68, 49) in Tinkertown, Ironforge. Check out WoW Ragefire Chasm Guide. Accept the quest it gives and turn it into Дже'неу Санкри (11, 34) in Zoram'gar Outpost, Ashenvale.Maximum effort due to low drop rateВерность древним богам (Requires level 17, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other
player) Minimum effortЗнание в пучине (Requires level 10, Shareable)Starts and ends with Геррик Костохват (50, 5), who is located in the Forlorn Cave, Ironforge. Kill Генерал Драккисат and loot Кровь могучего черного дракона. Тиара Глубин (Requires level 40, Shareable)Starts and ends with Табета (46, 57), who is located in a house north of
Stonemaul Ruins, Dustwallow Marsh. Maximum EffortРамштайн (Requires level 56, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete four previous quests, starting with Охота на cледопытов and Убийство во благо provided by Натанос Гнилостень.Starts and ends with Натанос Гнилостень (26, 74), located at The
Marris Stead, which is northwest of Darrowshire, Eastern Plaguelands. Minimum effortКорни Синелиста (Requires level 20) Starts and ends with Мебок Миззрикс (62, 37), located in Ratchet, The Barrens. For specific information on where the Deeds can be located, check out this comment.Minimum effortСокровище Баровых (Requires level 52,
Shareable)Note: Вэлдон Баров may be dead due to a Horde kill quest. Not generally going out of your way. Баззалан and Жергош Призыватель Духов are located inside the instance. They can get there by following the river north from Tarren Mill in Hillsbrad Foothills. Turn it into Хале, who is accessible by stepping onto a blue rune at the back of
Mazthoril, Winterspring (cave entrance at (56, 49). (Requires level 22, Shareable)Starts and ends with Стражник Бертон (26, 46), located in Lakeshire, Redridge Mountains. This spawns Барон Акванис, so beware! Medium effortBlackfathom Villainy (Requires level 18, Shareable) Starts with Разведчик Талрид, who is in an alcove southwest of
Гхаму-ра inside the instance, and ends with Башана Рунический Тотем (71, 35), on the Elder Rise, Thunder Bluff. Horde OnlyMinimum effort"Компендиум павших" (Requires level 28, Shareable)Note: Undead cannot pick up this quest.Starts and ends with Ведун Искатель Истины (36,26), located on the first rise from the main lift in Thunder Bluff.
Доктор Теолен Крастинов is located in The Study and the Останки Евы Саркофф/Останки Люсьена Саркоффа are located in the same room. Эдвин ван Клиф is the last boss of the Deadmines instance. The Карточка Союза шахтеров drops from the Undead outside the instance portal, and Амулет Крапивца drops from Штейгер Крапивец, who is
also in the Undead side. Check out Neryssa's Dire Maul West Dungeon Guide.For more information for the class books, like "Ледяной шок и вы" or Кодекс Защиты, please visit Ragorism's WoW Class Books Guide.Medium Effort Древнее безумие (Requires level 56, Shareable)This leads to Сокровище Шен'дралар. You must explore Dire Maul once
to be eligible for this quest. Find Скути, (27, 77) in Booty Bay to complete Поехалиии!, which allows you to transport to Gnomeregan!Minimum effortПромыть мозг Техботу {Requires level 20, Shareable)Starts and ends with Мехмастер Замыкалец (69, 50) located in Tinkertown, Ironforge. Insert the Покрытый грязью предмет to receive a
Коробка, упакованная "Чистером". Подчинитель Пирон patrols outside the entrance to the instance.Дисгармония пламени (Requires level 48, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Starts and ends with Громосерд (Patrols Kargath) in Kargath, Badlands. Ключ от города is needed to access the Service Gate for the Undead
side. Key:(Effort is based on how much work is done to acquire the quest, not the difficulty of the dungeon to complete it)Minimum effort = Up to one prerequisite quest. Click on the crate named Fras Siabi Tobacco to summon Эзра Гримм. You turn it in to Барос Алекстон (49, 30), who is located in the City Hall, Cathedral Square, Stormwind. You
have to kill Принцесса Терадрас, who is the last boss in the instance. You have to kill Принцесса Терадрас, who is the last boss in the dungeon. The Останки Тельмия Сновидца are located on the floor next to Сказитель Лидрос in The Athenaeum (Library).Medium EffortОсвободите Нотта! (Requires level 56, Shareable)This quest can't be
completed during a Tribute Run unless someone already has the key!Starts and ends with Уззл Наперстяк, who is chained up inside the instance where Стражник Слип'кик patrols. (Requires level 15, Shareable)(Note: These NPCs are OUTSIDE the Deadmines instance portal. You have to kill Верховный дознаватель Герштан to get the key to free
Каран Могучий Молот in the Detention Block of the instance. When you enter the instance, go right down the stairs, killing worms and lurkers as you go. (Requires level 45, Shareable)Starts and ends with Хранитель Марандис (63, 10), located in Nijel's Point, northern Desolace. Дробящий молот Джордана is inside the stables located in the
courtyard of the instance. The "Компендиум павших" is located on a bookshelf in the Athenaeum, which is the hallway leading to Чародей Доан (the last boss of the dungeon). Pick up the Глубинный сердечник from the Глубинный Камень inside the instance. He's by the mailbox near the Inn. Бог Хаккар (Requires level 40)You must do the
previous three quests, starting with Духи крикунов. Simply kill Халикон, who is the second to last boss of the dungeon. Check out WoW Stockade Guide.Minimum effortПодавление бунта (Requires level 22, Shareable)Starts and ends with Тюремщик Телвотер (41, 58) outside The Stockade, Stormwind. Убить тварь (Requires level 9,
Shareable)Starts and ends with Арнак Огненный Клинок (49, 50) in The Cleft of Shadow in Orgrimmar. The Образец чумной плотиs can drop from any mob inside the Undead side of the instance. Medium EffortМатрона-защитница (Requires level 57)Starts with Ауби, located on a small ledge in the room after you kill Вождь Ренд Чернорук.
Simply kill Инструктор Галфорд, who is the second to last boss of the Live side instance, and burn the Архивы Алого ордена located on the table. The Красная шерстяная бандана drops from the Defias mobs inside the instance. Катавасия (Requires level 20)This is an escort questGet to the Clean Room part of the instance (where you clean the
Покрытый грязью предмет).Down the steps in the next area, you'll find Керноби in a room to the right. Check out Neryssa's Dire Maul East Dungeon Guide.For more information for the class books, like "Ледяной шок и вы" or Кодекс Защиты, please visit Ragorism's WoW Class Books Guide.Minimum effortСеть Лефтендрис (Requires level 54,
Shareable)Starts and ends with Тало Терновое Копыто (76, 43) in Camp Mojache, Feralas. Minimum effortДа сгинет Хладовей (Requires level 37, Shareable)Starts and ends with Эндрю Браунелл (74, 33), located in the Magic Quarter, Undercity. Return to Top Серповидный ключ drops from Пузиллин inside the instance. Alliance OnlyMinimum
effort"Мифология Титанов" (Requires level 28, Shareable)Starts and ends with Библиотекарь Мая Белокожка (75,12), located in the Hall of Explorers, Ironforge. The Большой фрагмент Соран'рука is dropped by the Чернозлоб из крепости Темного Клыкаs in the path to the right of Остроклык Мясник. Medium effortПечать вознесения
(Requires level 57)Must loot the Простая печать вознесения from trash mobs in LBRS to be eligable for this quest.Starts and ends with Акрайд located inside the instance (directions on how to get to him can be found with this comment). Medium effortЗатонувший храм (Requires level 46, Shareable)Starts with Знахарь Узер'и (74, 43) located in
Camp Mojache, Feralas.Turn it in to Марвон Клепальщик, who is near some ruins in the middle of Tanaris at (52, 45).Accept Круглый камень (Requires level 46), where you get the Круглый камень (62, 36) in a chest from Goblin house to the left of the docks in Ratchet.Fly back to him in Tanaris to turn it in. The Механические внутренности
робота drop from elite NPCs inside and outside the instance, but bosses drop the most. Восстановление ожерелья (Requires level 37)Note: This quest chain can take a couple instance runs, depending on where you picked up the necklace. Maximum effort Повелители Змей (Requires level 10, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other
player)Must complete five previous quests, starting with Забытые пруды given by Тонга Рунический Тотем in The Crossroads, The Barrens.Starts and ends with Нара Буйная Грива (45, 23) on Elder Rise, Thunder Bluff. Want a more in-depth guide, including how to get the Печать вознесения to access Upper Blackrock Spire? It requires
Scholomance, Arathi Highlands, Eastern Plaguelands, and kill Барон Ривендер to access the symbol in his room. There are Elite NPCs in the area, so you may need a group. For specific information on where the Deeds can be located, check out this comment.Minimum effortЗачумленные детеныши дракона (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and
ends with Бетина Биггльцинк (81, 59), located in Light Hope, Eastern Plaguelands. You have to kill Анжинер Термоштепсель, who is the last boss of the dungeon. Medium effortАмулет тайн (Requires level 35, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete two previous quests, starting with Предвестник
надежды.Starts and ends with Тяжелоступ Грез (54, 58), who is located inside the Uldaman cave, but outside of the instance. Horde and Alliance Maximum effort due to travelОбряды власти (Requires level 30, Shareable w/ Mages)Must first complete three previous quests, starting with Путь в болото provided by Дейно (38, 86) in the Valley of
Spirits, Orgrimmar for Horde or Джинния Пушка (38, 79) in the Portal Room, Mage Quarter (Stormwind) for Alliance. After completion, go back to Джаркал Замшелый Клык.Accept Принести самоцветы, which takes you back to Дран Дрофферс in Orgrimmar. Minimum effortПраматерь стаи (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and ends with
Галамав Стрелок (6, 47) in the top of the tower in Kargath, Badlands. Скверна Злоязыкого (Requires level 41)Яблочко от яблоньки... Thousands of years ago, the Gurubashi empire was plunged into civil war by a powerful sect of priests, the Atal’ai, who sought to summon to Azeroth an avatar of their god of blood, Hakkar the Soulflayer. The
Зачумленный детеныш драконаs are located in The Ossuary inside the instance. Learn more about the mallet here. ***Each class has a specific questline for this dungeon and can be located by visiting Sh3rro's Sunken Temple Class Quests. (Note: You technically don't have to kill any bosses to do this quest, as you can just go right at the beginning
of the instance and follow the path (killing boars along the way) to get to him)Return to TopWant a more in-depth guide? Утерянные таблички Воли (Requires level 30, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete eight previous quests starting with Предвестник надежды. Преступление и наказание (Requires level
22, Shareable)Starts and ends with Член совета Миллстайп (72, 47) in the Town Hall Darkshire, Duskwood. Loot the Голова Темного Терзателя after you kill him. Maximum effort due to travelПаучья богиня (Requires level 40, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete three previous quests, starting with
Бутыли с ядом (23, 58), which is completed in The Hinterlands.Starts and ends with Мастер Гадрин (56, 74) located in Sen'jin Villiage, Durotar. It's turned into the Монумент Франклорну Искуснику located inside the instance and you may view this comment for directions on how to get there. Check out WoW Razorfen Kraul Guide. The Подвеска
сумерекs drop from Twilight's Hammer mobs inside the instance. Спасение принцессы (Requires level 48, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete four previous quests, starting with Командир Гор'шак, provided by Галамав Стрелок in Kargath, Badlands.Starts with Тралл (31, 37) and ends with Принцесса
Мойра Бронзобород. The Око Углевзора drops from Пиростраж Углевзор, who is the first boss of the raid. Medium EffortFor a more in-depth guide, please visit Ragorism's Paladin/Warrior Quel'Serrar Guide.Справочник Форора (Requires level 60)Starts with Справочник Ностро по истреблению драконов, which has a very low drop rate chance
from any Dire Maul boss or looted from a Пыльный фолиант scattered around. Minimum effortПлоть не лжет (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and ends with Бетина Биггльцинк (81, 59), located in Light's Hope, Eastern Plaguelands. Maximum effort Скипетр Келебраса (Requires level 41)You must complete Легенды Мародона to get this
follow up quest.Starts and ends with Келебрас Освобожденный inside of the Maraudon instance. Starts and ends with Аурий, located in a chapel at the beginning of the Undead side of the instance. Здоровая чешуя дракона (Requires level 55)Must first complete Зачумленные детеныши дракона to be eligible for this quest. The chain starts with
Братство Справедливости from Маршал Гриан Камнегрив (56, 47) in Sentinel Hill, Westfall Красные шелковые банданы (Requires level 14, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Starts and ends with Разведчица Риэла (56, 47) at the top of the tower in Sentinel Hill, Westfall. Check out Quissy's Maraudon Guide. Medium
effortЛекарство от судьбы (Requires level 30, Shareable)Starts and ends with Тельдарин Заблудший (51, 76), who is located in the southern Badlands. Minimum effortОтмщение грядет! (Requires level 29, Shareable) Starts and ends with Ольд Каменное Копье (37, 29), located on the first rise from the main lift in Thunder Bluff. Place Ловушка
Алексия in the middle of the Viewing Room and kill the Ученик Некроситетаs once they are non-elite. Starts and ends with Ведун Королуск (74 43), located in Camp Mojache, Feralas. You'll need to turn this into Вариматрас (56, 92) in Undercity.Minimum effortХозяйка Лабиринтов (Requires level 29, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed
by other player)First complete Дневник Хмурня (30,24), which is located on the body of a Dwarf near the bottom of the Great Lift in Thousand Needles.Starts and ends with Falfindel Waywarder (8, 19), located in Thalanaar, which is on the edge of Thousand Needles and Feralas. Starts and ends with Брохан Бочкопуз (64, 21), located in a building
two doors to the right of the Tram in the Dwarven District, Stormwind. Quests which are shareable are notated in this color. Броня огров Гордока (Requires level 56)You need this item to bypass Капитан Давигром to complete a Tribute run.Starts and ends with Уззл Наперстяк, who is chained up inside the instance where Стражник Слип'кик
patrols. Check out WoW Shadowfang Keep Guide. Starts and ends with Ева Саркофф (70, 73) located outside of the instance. Medium effortСветящийся осколок (Requires level 15) Return to TopWant a more in-depth guide? Bring the Runecloth, Rune Thread, and Rugged Leather to the instance, then loot the Огрская дубильная кислота, which is
in a basket up the ramp past Стражник Слип'кик. Starts and ends with Советник Белграм (77, 9) in the Hall of Explorers, Ironforge. The Базовый элемент are looted from the Искусственный экстраполятор found in various locations inside the instance. It can be done in Dig One outside the instance in the Badlands. (Requires level 9,
Shareable)Starts and ends with Вариматрас (56, 92), located in the Royal Quarter, Undercity (Same room as Sylvanas). Уничтожить идола (Requires level 32) This is an escort quest located inside the instance. Kill Бессмер'тер, who is only accessible in the Prison of Immol'thar after you disable all five arcane pylons protected by packs of arcane
elementals. He has a re-spawn timer of 30 minutes, so check back later if you don't see him. For information about the quests to get the Амулет Пламени дракона (Onyxia's Lair Attunement), check out ImAlive's Onyxia's Lair Attunement Guide. It's good to be the King! Maximum EffortНеоконченное дело Гордоков (Requires level 56)Return to
TopNote: While you can do this dungeon at 58, it's suggested to wait until level 60. Medium effortНечестивый союз (Requires level 28, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Must turn in Маленький свиток dropped by Чарлга Остробок, the final boss of Razorfen Kraul.Starts and ends with Вариматрас (36,26) located in the
Royal Quarter, Undercity (same room as Sylvanas). After the students have been slain, kill Вектус.Рас Ледяной Шепот – лич (Requires level 57)Must complete eight previous quests, staring with Доктор Теолен Крастинов по прозвищу Мясник from Ева Саркофф (70, 73). Посол Малкин is located outside of Razorfen Downs and his spawn points
are described in this comment.Minimum effortНести свет (Requires level 39, Not Shareable)Starts and ends with Архиепископ Бенедикт (39, 27), located in the Cathedral, Stormwind. At the completion of this questline, they’ll be able to choose between three rare-quality rewards: Azurite Fists, Wildstaff, and Enamored Water Spirit. Since many of
the dungeons have elite NPCs outside of the instance, I included these quests in addition to the traditional dungeon quests. Someone in your group must have the Печать вознесения in their bags to progress past the first door.If you need a more in-depth guide, check out Saevicus' Upper Blackrock Spire Dungeon Strategy GuideFor information about
the quests to get the Амулет Пламени дракона (Onyxia's Lair Attunement), check out ImAlive's Onyxia's Lair Attunement Guide. Starts and ends with the Прародительница шен'дралар, who is located on the second floor inside of the instance. You must go to the Deadmines for the Древесина белокаменного дуба, Shadowfang Keep for the
Дробящий молот Джордана, then Blackfathom Deeps for the Очищенный самоцвет Кора. Maximum effort Во глубине болот (Requires level 46)You must complete the two prior quests, starting with Затонувший храм or Затонувший храм to be eligible.Starts with Марвон Клепальщик (52, 45) in Tanaris, and ends in the Алтарь Хаккара in Sunken
Temple. Minimum EffortПряжка Роковой оснастки (Requires level 57, Shareable)Pick up Майра Светлое Крыло for easy XP from Граф Ремингтон Риджвелл (74, 30) in the first room to the right in Stormwind Keep, Stormwind.Starts and ends with Майра Светлое Крыло (84, 69), located in Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes. You have to get Мать
Дымная Паутина to poison you with Материнское молоко, leave the dungeon (through hearthstone or Mage portal), and fly all the way back to Джон-Оборванец to talk to him so he can "milk" you. The Пряжка Роковой оснастки is located in Металлический ящик Рокового Зажима, which is in the Rookery right after you kill Пиростраж Углевзор
(the first boss).Medium EffortКончина генерала Драккисата (Requires level 55, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Must complete Распоряжения генерала Драккисата, which drops from Властитель Змейталак, who is the last boss of Lower Blackrock Spire.Starts and ends with Маршал Максвелл (84, 68), located in
Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes. Доктор Теолен Крастинов по прозвищу Мясник (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and ends with Ева Саркофф (70, 73) located outside of the instance. The Копье грубой силы can be located in a few places, but the easiest place to find it is against the left wall of the small Orc camp over the second bridge. The
Табличка воли is found inside the Uldaman instance next to Galgann Firehammer in Dig Three. Minimum effort Сущность Аку'мая (Requires level 17, Shareable) Starts and ends with Дже'неу Санкри (11, 34) in Zoram'gar Outpost, Ashenvale. Loot the head from Джаммал'ан Пророк, who is a boss inside the instance. The book is located in the
same room as Фенрус Пожиратель, who is the sixth boss of the dungeon. Амулет Тяжелоступа drops from Магреган Чернотень near Dig One. Starts and ends with Рабин Сатурна (51, 45), located in Night Haven, Moonglade. Тиара Глубин drops from Гидромантка Велрата, who is in the same room as Газ'рилла.Троллье месиво (Requires level
40, Shareable)Starts and ends with Трентон Молот Света (51, 28) Gadgetzan, Tanaris. Check out this comment for instructions. Medium effortСущность Эраникуса (Requires level 48)Starts with Сущность Эраникуса, which drops from Тень Эраникуса inside of the instance. Предохранитель Термоштепселя is located in the same room as
Анжинер Термоштепсель, who is the last boss of the dungeon. Kill Амненнар Хладовей, who is the last boss of the dungeon, and loot Череп Хладовея. Kill Urok, loot Амулет Вароша, and return to Варош patrolling towards the beginning of the instance. *Listings edited as of 1:45pm PST 2/12 Jungle, UGR, Lazar now live in new Call of Duty: Black
Ops Cold War updateTreyarch brings further content with the arrival of Jungle map for 6v6 Multiplayer, the UGR SMG, and the return of an Operator well known to players who completed the Black Ops Cold War Campaign: Lazar. You have to kill Верховный дознаватель Герштан to get the key to free him in the Detention Block of the instance.
Покрытое грязью кольцо (Requires level 28)Another quest which uses the Чистер 5200. Check out Neryssa's Dire Maul North Dungeon Guide.For more information for the class books, like "Ледяной шок и вы" or Кодекс Защиты, please visit Ragorism's WoW Class Books Guide.Minimum EffortЭльфийские легенды (Requires level 54,
Shareable)You must complete this quest to be eligible for Манускрипт защиты, Манускрипт скорости, and Манускрипт средоточия. Туман зла (Requires level 47, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)You must do the two previous quests, starting with Муиджин и Ларион given by Муиджин (42, 9) in Marshal's Refuge,
Un'goro Crater.Starts with Греган Пивоплюй (45, 25) in Northern Feralas (Near the first "O" in The Twin Colossals on the map) and ends back with Муиджин (42, 9) in Marshal's Refuge, Un'goro Crater. Бейл'Гор is located inside the instance and someone in your group needs the to access him. Once you kill him, loot Человеческая голова Раса
Ледяного Шепота. The quest is completed in the room with the cult-ish circle surrounding a large skeletal bird-like creature. Maximum EffortМагический напиток (Requires level 60)Starts and ends with Сказитель Лидрос in The Athenaeum (Library), which can be accessed from either Dire Maul North or West. Портвейн 99-летней выдержки is
dropped by Безумный Магглиш, who can spawn in multiple locations outside the actual instance, but in the caves leading to it. The Нерасколотый панцирь скарабея drops from Скарабей inside the instance. Starts and ends with Йе'кинья (67, 22) in Steamwheedle Port, Tanaris. За сокровищем – с кулаками (Requires level 50, Shareable)Starts
and ends with Орелий (84, 68) located in Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes. Чарлга Остробок is the last boss of the dungeon. Kill Рамштайн Ненасытный, who is the second to last boss of the Undead side of the instance, and loot the Голова Рамштайна Ненасытного. Minimum effortДжаммал'ан Пророк (Requires level 38, Shareable)Starts and
ends with Изгнанник из племени Атал'ай (33, 75) in the Hinterlands. The Gurubash people exiled the Atal’ai to the Swamp of Sorrows where the priests built the Temple of Atal’Hakkar. Материнское молоко (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and ends with Джон-Оборванец (65,23) in Flame Crest, Burning Steppes. The Оскверненный ствол
мозгаs needed for this quest drop from the Naga inside and outside of the dungeon. Kill Повелитель сумрака Келрис to loot the Голова Келриса. Приворотное зелье (Requires level 50)Starts and ends with Госпожа Нагмара, located inside the instance, in the Grim Guzzler. Break the kegs in the Grim Guzzler to summon Харли Чернопых. Check
out WoW Zul'Farrak Guide. Сундук Крома Крепкорука is located outside the dungeon and an explanation of how to get there can be found here. He offers you a sample of his brews and will let you vendor your things. Check out Quissy's Lower Blackrock Spire Guide. Check out WoW Razorfen Downs Guide. If you're Human, the Фолиант Отваги
starts with Даториан Ралл (39, 29) in the Stormwind Cathedral. Странная водяная сфера (Requires level 21)Drops from Барон Акванис, who is summoned when you pick up the Глубинный сердечник for Среди руин. Starts and ends with Король Магни Бронзобород (39, 56) in the Throne room in Ironforge. Someone, whether in your party or not,
has to have the to access the instance. Level 50 Class Quests Players level 50 and above can speak to their class trainers in any major city to begin a quest chain that will ultimately lead them into the belly of the Temple of Atal’Hakkar located in the Swamp of Sorrows. Medium effortМедальон веры (Requires level 55, Shareable)Must complete this
quest to be eligible for Слова Аурия, a repeatable quest for Baron Rivendare. Starts with Разведчик Талрид, who is in an alcove southwest of Гхаму-ра inside the instance, and ends with Рассветный дозорный Селгорм (55, 24), in the Craftsmen's Terrace, Darnassus. Use the Пустая освинцованная склянка для проб when it starts to cast to fill it.
Наступление сумерек (Requires level 20, Shareable)Starts and ends with Страж Манадос из ордена Серебряного Рассвета (55, 24), who is located in the Craftsman's Terrace, Darnassus. Go to The Rookery inside the raid and use the Устройство-коллекционер near a Rookery Egg to collect it. It requires to travel to Zul'farrak, the Altar of Zul,
Sunken Temple, and Eastern Plaguelands. Сердце горы (Requires level 50, Shareable)Starts and ends with Максворт Суперблеск (65, 23) in Flame Crest, Burning Steppes. Start the quest and escort him to the front door of the instance.Turn it into Скути (27, 77) in Booty Bay.Return to TopWant a more in-depth guide? Shaman will be given the
quest Elemental Mastery, which sends them to collect samples of air, fire, earth, and water to take to Bath’rah the Windwatcher in Chillwind Point. The Здоровая чешуя дракона drops from the Зачумленный детеныш драконаs, located in The Ossuary inside the instance. Базовый элемент (Requires level 24) Starts and ends with Клацморт
Гайкокрут (67, 46) in Tinkertown, Ironforge. Check out WoW Deadmines Guide.Minimum effort Сбор воспоминаний (Requires level 14, Shareable) О, брат мой... You can only interact with the brazier after collecting the from Кровавая прислужница Киртоноса, Доктор Теолен Крастинов, or Джандис Барова.Рассветный гамбит (Requires level
57)Must complete nine previous quests, staring with Сущность детеныша дракона from Тинки Кипеллер (65, 23), located in Flame Crest, Burning Steppes.Starts and ends with Бетина Биггльцинк (81, 59), located in Light Hope, Eastern Plaguelands. The power stones drop from the Shadowforge dwarves inside and outside the instance. The NPCs
can be located in The Domicile, Upper Ring of Law, and Detention Block. The Сумка Маура Зловещего Тотема is looted from the corpse of Маур Зловещий Тотем inside the instance. Maximum effort Вкус пламени (Requires level 52)Must complete eleven previous quests, starting with Божественное воздаяние from Веларок Ветрорез (39, 39),
just outside of Thorium Point, Searing Gorge.Starts and ends with Цирус Раскаиватель (95, 31) located in a cave in NE Burning Steppes. Восстание машин (Requires level 52, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete two previous quests, starting with Восстание машин from Верховная Жрица Теодора
Мальвадания in Kargath, Badlands.Starts and ends with Лотвиль Вериатус (25, 44), located the east of Kargath, Badlands. The chain includes going through the Zul'farrak instance and to the top of Jintha'Alor to loot the Древнее яйцо. Символ семейной любви is on the wall in the same room as Инструктор Галфорд, who is the second to last boss
of the Live side instance. This is considered a quick guide. Maximum effort Судьба королевства (Requires level 50, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must first complete Рассказ Карана from Каран Могучий Молот inside BRD.Starts with Король Магни Бронзобород (39, 56) in Ironforge and ends with Принцесса

Мойра Бронзобород. The Табличка племени Атал'айs can be found inside and outside of the instance. Maximum effort Последние таблички (Requires level 40, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete five prior quests starting with Духи крикунов from Йе'кинья (67, 22), in Steamwheedle Port, Tanaris.
Ловчие смерти в крепости Темного Клыка (Requires level 18, Shareable)Starts with Верховный палач Хадрик (43, 41) located in the Sepulchur, Silverpine Forest and ends with Ловчий смерти Винсент inside of the instance. Вирус чумы (Requires level 55, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Must complete Плоть не
лжет provided by same NPC to be eligible for this quest. The Древесина белокаменного дуба drops from the Гоблин-древорубs inside the instance. Note: Must have Сущность привидения equipped to see Мировой судья Мардук.Starts and ends with Мировой судья Мардук (70, 74), in Caer Darrow, Western Plaguelands. Make sure you bring an
item or a class who can dispell this nasty debuff. Medium effortТайные враги (Requires level 9, Shareable if prerequisite are quests completed by other player) Must complete two prerequisite quests provided by Thrall, starting with Тайные враги.Starts and ends with Тралл (31, 37) in the Valley of Wisdom, Orgrimmar. Return to Top Want a more indepth guide? Medium effortСильное зеленое свечение (Requires level 20)You must complete Новая формула before receiving this quest.Starts and ends with Оззи Триггервольт (45, 49) in Kharanos, Dun Morogh. Once complete, you turn it in at the start of the instance. The following three quests require completing Дисгармония пламени
(Shareable) before they become available. Minimum effort Умный напиток (Requires level 13, Shareable) Must complete previous quest Всем рогам рог (from same NPC).Starts and ends with Мебок Миззрикс (62, 37) in Ratchet. The Пятая табличка Мошару is right behind Темная охотница Вос'гаджин and the Шестая табличка Мошару is
guarded by Воевода Вун.Return to TopNote: While you can do this dungeon at 58, it's suggested to wait until level 60. Среди руин (Requires level 21, Shareable) Starts and ends with Дже'неу Санкри (11, 34) in Zoram'gar Outpost, Ashenvale. Базиль Тредд is inside the instance.Return to TopWant a more in-depth guide? If you don't want to run to
the back of the cave, you can watch this video to try to get her by climbing up the mountain. Starts and ends with Герцог Николас Зверенхофф (81, 59), located in Light's Hope, Eastern Plaguelands. Be sure to clear all the mobs in the Detention block, as you will need to escort him around to get his gear and to multiple jail cells before you reach the
exit. Битва под землей (Requires level 15, Shareable)Starts and ends with Шони Молшунья (55, 13) Dwarven District, Stormwind. Последний элемент (Requires level 48, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Starts and ends with Темный маг Вивиана Лягроб (3, 48) located in Kargath, Badlands. Бунтовщики в тюрьме
(Requires level 16, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete two previous quests, starting with Неотправленное письмо which drops from Эдвин ван Клиф, who is the last boss of Deadmines.Starts and ends with Тюремщик Телвотер (41, 58), outside The Stockade, Stormwind. Earn New Reputation Rewards
With the latest update, players will be able to earn new reputation rewards with the Argent Dawn, Timbermaw Hold, Thorium Brotherhood, Silverwing Sentinels, and Warsong Outriders. Первая табличка Мошару drops from Тека Мученик and Вторая табличка Мошару drops from Гидромантка Велрата inside the instance. Completing the
followup quest, Утраченная надежда, allows you to loot the Измятая записка, which starts the next part of the chain below. Kill Вождь Ренд Чернорук and loot the Голова Ренда Чернорука.Кровь могучего черного дракона (Requires level 55)Must complete thirteen previous quests, starting with Приказ полководца provided by Полководец
Клинозуб (5, 47) on top of the watchtower in Kargath, Badlands.Starts and ends with Рокаро, who patrols on a set path from Northern Desolace to Southern Desolace. ***For a more in-depth guide for this questline, check out Sh3rro's Mage Class Quests. The Изыскательский жезл drops from Сержант Блай inside of the instance. Starts and ends
with Геолог Железный Башмак (66, 24), in Steamwheedle Port, Tanaris. Accept and turn in Пропавшее ожерелье.Accept Пропавшее ожерелье, этап 2, which sends you into the instance.Find the Останки паладина, located in a corridor next to Ревелош, to get Трудности перевода, which is turned into Джаркал Замшелый Клык (3, 46) in
Kargath, Badlands. Повелитель големов Аргелмах is located in The Manufactory, which is the room before the Grim Guzzler. The Самоцвет Черной Вершины drops from Вождь Омокк, Самоцвет Тлеющего Терновника from Воевода Вун, and Самоцвет Кровавого Топора from Властитель Змейталак. Испытание доблести (Requires level
20)Requires five previous quests if a Dwarf and four previous quests if Human. Змеецвет can be located near the walls inside and outside the instance, but may take multiple dungeon runs to complete if everyone in your group has this quest. Minimum effortХрустальные орнаменты (Requires level 41, Shareable)Starts and ends with Ива (62, 39),
who is next to the road, southeast of Thunder Axe Fortress. Maximum effort Судьба Эгмонда (Requires level 33, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete three previous quests started by Вы нужны Сталекруту! provided by Геолог Грозовая Вершина (74, 12) in the Hall of Explorers, Ironforge.Starts and ends
with Геолог Сталекрут (65, 65), located in Ironband's Excavation Site, Loch Modan. The Табличка Темного Камня is located in the Rookery, which is the room right after you kill Пиростраж Углевзор (the first boss).Maximum EffortЗа Орду! (Requires level 55, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete two
previous quests, starting with Приказ полководца provided by Полководец Клинозуб (5, 47) on top of the watchtower in Kargath, Badlands.Starts and ends with Тралл (31, 37) in Orgrimmar. Maximum effort due to travel and dungeon runs. Medium effort = May have a few prerequisite quests and/or inconvenient travel to multiple zones. Sources
say this is not a guaranteed drop, so you may need to do the dungeon multiple times. Location for the Корень синелистаs can be found here.Medium effortИмпортер Вилликс (Requires level 22) This is an escort questStarts and ends with Импортер Вилликс, who is located in a tent when you jump down after killing Charlga Razorflank. These
samples can be gathered from the elementals in Alterac Valley. He's in the first tent on the left. The Сапфир Аку'мая is located in the tunnels leading up to the instance, but not inside the instance itself. Minimum effortТехновойны (Requires level 25) Starts and ends with Ногг (76, 25), located in the Engineering room in the Valley of Honor,
Orgrimmar. The Сундук семейства Гарретт is located outside the dungeon and an explanation of how to get there can be found here.Medium effortUldaman Reagent Run (Requires level 36, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)First complete Badlands Reagent Run provided by same NPC.Starts and ends with Джаркал
Замшелый Клык (3, 46) located in Kargath, Badlands. Someone in your group must have the to advance fully in the Live Side. Minimum effortКнига Ура (Requires level 16, Shareable) Starts and ends with Хранитель Бел'дугур (53, 54) in The Apothecarium, Undercity. Once they’ve turned in the quest, he’ll give them the quest Spirit Totem, which
will send them into the Western Plaguelands. Just kill Амненнар Хладовей, who is the last boss of the dungeon.Medium effortВоинство зла (Requires level 28, Shareable)Starts and ends with Мириам Лунная Певица (49, 95), who is located near the outside of the instance portal. Око Углевзора (Requires level 55, Shareable if prerequisite quests
are completed by other player)Must complete two previous quests, Буря в пустыне and Отравленная вода, provided by Герцог Гидраксис (79, 73).Starts and ends with Герцог Гидраксис (79, 73), located on a small island off the coast of the southern tip of Azshara. Medium effortВещи Блестяшки (Requires level 55, Shareable)Minimum
effortТовар на любителя (Requires level 55, Shareable)Редкие звери Киблера (Requires level 55)Starts and ends with Киблер (65,21) in Flame Crest, Burning Steppes. The Яйцо скального паукаs are located in the same room as Мать Дымная Паутина and the Щенок ворга легиона Кровавого Топораs are in the same room as Халикон. Starts
with Леонид Барталомей Чтимый (81, 57), located in Light's Hope, Eastern Plaguelands. Medium effortКаран Могучий Молот (Requires level 50, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete two prior quests starting with Дымящиеся руины Тауриссана, which starts and ends with Королевский историк
Аркессон, who is next to King Magni in Ironforge. Dropped by Крошшер Снида inside the Deadmines instance. Высокомощные радиоактивные осадки is collected from Облученная слизьs inside the instance.Medium effortЧистер 5200! (Requires level 25)Provided by Чистер 5200 located inside the instance. You can also purchase it from the
Auction House, but it can be quite expensive. Мятущиеся души (Requires level 55)Must complete Мятущиеся души provided by Управляющий Ален (79, 63), located slightly south of Light's Hope, Eastern Plaguelands, to be eligible for this quest.Starts and ends with Эган (14, 33), located in a shack in Terrordale, Eastern Plaguelands (past
Stratholme). This unlocks the ability to make Поножи Тайны, Кираса кровавой жажды, and Шапка Алого Ученого.Maximum EffortСбор яиц (Requires level 57)Must complete six previous quests, including Заморозка яйца, starting with Сущность детеныша дракона provided by the same NPC. *Note: you can leave the dungeon and come back to
complete the next part*Accept Найти самоцветы и источник энергии. Check out Quissy's Scarlet Monastery: A Classic WoW Guide.Armory and Cathedral can only be accessed if someone in your group has . The Табличка Рьюн'эха is located in a chest in one of the digsites outside of the instance and directions can be found here.Платиновые диски
(Requires level 40)Maximum EffortСила Ульдамана (Requires level 35)Must complete three previous quests started by Возвращение на болота provided by any Mage trainer in any capital city for your faction. Лорд Опалитель guards The Black Anvil inside the instance. The drop rate is not 100% and you may need to roll against others for the
gems.Аррок Смертный Вопль (Requires level 55) Starts Варош, patrolling towards the beginning of the instance. He's lying dead on the ground in the room you enter after Ловчий смерти Адамант opens the door for you after the first boss. Maximum effort Киртонос Глашатай (Requires level 55)Must complete two previous quests, staring with
Доктор Теолен Крастинов по прозвищу Мясник from the same NPC. Риббли Крутипроб is located in the Grim Guzzler inside the instance. Enter the Purple side dungeon and kill any Demon mob until you have all 25. For information about the quests leading to the Амулет Пламени дракона (Onyxia's Lair Attunement), check out ImAlive's Onyxia's
Lair Attunement Guide. Киртонос Глашатай is located in the balcony room in the Chamber of Summoning. The "Мифология Титанов" is located in the a room to the left while going down the final corridor towards Чародей Доан (the last boss of the dungeon). Starts and ends with Бетина Биггльцинк (81, 59), located in Light's Hope, Eastern
Plaguelands. Click on the Алтарь Хаккара in Sunken Temple.Activate the six snake statues in the correct order to summon the boss. ***For a more in-depth guide for this quest, check out Sh3rro's Paladin Class Quests.Maximum effort Alliance OnlyThis requires three dungeons. Medium effortМешок ужасов Крастинова (Requires level 55, Shareable
if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Must first complete Доктор Теолен Крастинов по прозвищу Мясник to get this follow up quest. Both books can drop from Searing Blade Cultists or Warlocks inside the instance. If you need a more in-depth guide for either side, check out Sh3rro's Stratholme Live Dungeon Guide or Stratholme
Undead Dungeon Guide. Use the Реликварий Чистоты on the Осколок сквернита scattered on the ground under the Felvine after you kill Алззин Перевертень. After you kill The Seven and before you enter the Lyceum, take a right and go across the bridge in the room with the huge lava pit. Ошеломляющая истина (Requires level 55) Must
complete Архивариус provided by Герцог Николас Зверенхофф (81, 59), to be eligible for this quest.Starts with Голова Бальназара, which drops from Бальназар, who is the last boss of the Live side of the instance. Смерть Аругалу! (Requires level 18, Shareable)Starts and ends with Далар Ткач Рассвета (44, 39) the Sepulchur, Silverpine Forest.
The Deviate Beasts required for this quest are located inside the instance only. ***If you're here for the Призыв скакуна or Скакун погибели spell, please visit Classic - Paladin and Warlock Class Mount - Guide for a full guide. The following two quests are completed across multiple dungeons: HordeВ монастырь Алого ордена (Requires level 33 to
42, Shareable) AllianceВо имя Света! (Requires level 34 to 42, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player) Horde Only Medium effort Месть Воррела (Require level 25, Shareable)Maximum effortСердца Доблести (Requires level 30, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)First complete Груды гуано from
Razorfen Kraul.Starts and ends with Мастер-аптекарь Фаранелл (48, 69) in The Apothecarium, Undercity, can be done with any Elite Scarlet mob inside or outside the dungeons. Minimum effortФрагменты осколка сумрака (Requires level 39, Shareable)Starts and ends with Утель'най (39, 86), located in Valley of Spirits, Orgrimmar. Minimum
effortВеликий Фрас Сиаби (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and ends with Дымок ЛаРу (80, 58) located in Light's Hope, Eastern Plaguelands. Starts with Франклорн Искусник, who is only visible in the structure in the middle of Blackrock Mountain if you're dead. Combine the pike and head to start the event. Return to TopNote: While you can
do this dungeon at 58, it's suggested to wait until level 60. Техбот is an Elite located outside the instance. The Воющая субстанция can drop from Ectoplasms both inside and outside the instance. Check out Ragorism's Gnomeregan Dungeon Guide. Kill Пузиллин inside the instance and loot the Книга магических формул.Maximum effort Осколки
сквернита (Requires level 56)First complete Реликварий Чистоты provided by the same NPC, which requires you to travel to Silithus. The plans for the Заготовка рунической кирасы are located behind Горалук Треснувшая Наковальня.Return to Top Anyone who has not completed the initial quest before the escort starts will not get credit for
Уничтожить идола. You must kill Император Дагран Тауриссан, who is the last boss of the instance, but not Moira. Starts and ends with Джордан Стилвелл (52, 36) located outside the gates of Ironforge. Тарагаман Ненасытный is located inside the instance, in the middle platform of the room with the open lava pits.Силы разрушения... Starts
and ends with Тинки Кипеллер (65, 23), located in Flame Crest, Burning Steppes. All the leaders are located inside the instance. The Обряды власти is located on a bookshelf in the Athenaeum, which is the hallway leading to Чародей Доан (the last boss of the dungeon). Any elemental within the instance will drop the Суть Стихий. Kill Вождь
Омокк, Воевода Вун, and Властитель Змейталак, then loot the Важные бумаги Черной горы behind Wyrmthalak. Simply kill Лефтендрис and loot Сеть Лефтендрис.Minimum effortСеть Лефтендрис (Requires level 54, Shareable)Starts and ends with Латроникус Лунное Копье (30, 46) in Feathermoon Stronghold, Feralas. Medium
EffortДемонова кузня (Requires level 55)Must complete previous quest История Лоракса, provided by the same NPC.Starts and ends with Лоракс (63, 73), located at some ruins in Southeast Winterspring. Starts with Маршал Винздор, who is in a prison cell inside the instance, and ends with Маршал Максвелл (84, 68) in Morgan's Vigil, Burning
Steppes. Minimum effortОпалитель! (Requires level 48, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)First complete Подчинитель Пирон (Shareable) from same NPC. Starts with Magus Tirth (78, 75) at the Mirage Raceway, Shimmering Flats and ends with Табета (46, 57) located in a house north of Stonemaul Ruins, Dustwallow
Marsh. Check out WoW Blackfathom Deeps Guide. Minimum EffortРаспоряжения Ренда Чернорука (Requires level 55)Dropped by Интендант легиона Изрубленного Щита, who is in a side hallway on the way to Blackwing Lair. Спасение данных (Requires level 25, Shareable)Starts and ends with Главный механик Чугонотрубз (69, 48) in
Tinkertown, Ironforge. Starts and ends with Алексий Баров (83, 71), located at the Bulwark, Tirisfal Glades, right before the entrance to Western Plaguelands. You get Морковка на палочке from this quest! Medium effort due to travel requiredПророчество Мошару (Requires level 40, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)
(Note: You'll need to complete this quest to get another quest for Sunken Temple later.)First complete Духи крикунов to get this follow up quest.Starts and ends with Йе'кинья (67, 22), in Steamwheedle Port, Tanaris. To access the Secret Vault which contains the Сердце горы , you need open all 12 Relic Coffers using the Ключ от древнего
сундукаs, which drop from NPCs around the dungeon. This quest requires you go to Un'goro to fill the vial, Azshara to kill Cliff Giants, and the Auction House for Gromsblood. Starts and ends with Книжница Рунический Шип (31, 43), located in Feathermoon Stronghold, Feralas. The Фрагмент Соран'рукаs drop from the Сумеречный послушникs
towards the end of the dungeon. Simply kill and loot the Голова Барона Ривендера from Барон Ривендер, who is the last boss on the Undead side. The guano drops off the bats located 3/4 of the way through the dungeon. Can be completed on a Trogg outside or inside the instance. The Останки Тельмия Сновидца are located on the floor next to
Сказитель Лидрос in The Athenaeum (Library).Minimum EffortЭльфийские легенды (Requires level 54, Shareable)You must complete this quest to be eligible for Манускрипт защиты, Манускрипт скорости, and Манускрипт средоточия. Поясная сумка клана Черного Железа has the potential to drop off of almost every mob in the
instance.Харли Чернопых (Requires level 50, Shareable)Starts and ends with Рагнар Громовар (46, 52) located in Kharanos, Dun Morogh. Want a more in-depth guide? The Сведения о Плети is located in a box that randomly spawns in the Ziggurats.Maximum effortБыстрее, выше, сильнее (Requires level 55, Shareable if prerequisite quests are
completed by other player)Must complete two previous quests, starting with Архивариус provided by the same NPC. After you kill Генерал Драккисат in Upper Blackrock Spire, click on Клеймо Драккисата, which is the glowing orb behind where he stood. Скверна Злоязыкого (Requires level 41)Corruption of Earth and Seed (Requires level 45,
Shareable)Starts and ends with Селендра (26, 77), located just south of Shadowprey Village, Desolace. Minimum effort Устранение опасности (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and ends with Хелендис Речной Мыс (85, 69) located in Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes. Alternatively, you can also bring a Rogue with Lockpicking at 300. Check out
WoW Wailing Caverns Guide.Minimum effortЗмеецвет (Requires level 14, Shareable) Starts and ends with Аптекарь Зама (34, 21) Pools of Vision, Spirit Rise, Thunder Bluff. You accept the quest at the beginning of the instance and Аурий shows up half way through the Барон Ривендер fight to help. Target Призрачный горожанин or Фантомный
горожанин, shoot them with Бластер Эгана, then use Бластер Эгана again to free the Неупокоенная душа. Kill Гидротварь, who is the second boss in Dire Maul East, and loot the Сущность Гидротвари.Return to TopNote: While you can do this dungeon at 58, it's suggested to wait until level 60. Лучшее пойло Гордока (Requires level 56)Starts
and ends with Топотун Криг, who you can only interact with after you've done a Tribute Run. Потайной чертог (Requires level 35, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)В Ульдаман за реактивом (Requires level 38, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Must first do Пробежка по Бесплодным землям,
provided by same NPC.Starts and ends with Гхак Целитель (37, 49) in Thelsamar, Loch Modan. Maximum EffortАмулет Пламени дракона (Requires level 50)Must complete ten previous quests, starting with Драконья угроза provided by Хелендис Речной Мыс (85, 69) in Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes.Starts and ends with Хале, who is accessible
by stepping onto a blue rune at the back of Mazthoril, Winterspring (cave entrance at (56, 49)). Starts with Художница Ренфри (65, 75), located in the western area of Caer Darrow, Western Plaguelands and ends with Тирион Фордринг (7, 43). The Обсидиановый источник силы drops from the Обсидиановый часовой, which is the fourth boss
inside the instance. Minimum effortВозвращенные сокровища (Requires level 33, Shareable)Starts and ends with Кром Крепкорук (74, 9), who is located in the Hall of Explorers, Ironforge. Фрагмент осколка сумрака drop from Темнокаменный грохотун and Темнокаменный крушитель located on the Purple side outside of the instance. Starts
and ends with Джалинда Тирлипунька (85, 70) located in the Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes. Once dead, you can loot Отличный табак Гримма from his body.Архивариус (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and ends with Герцог Николас Зверенхофф (81, 59) located in Light's Hope, Eastern Plaguelands. You must go to Shadowfang Keep for the
Большой фрагмент Соран'рука, then Blackfathom Deeps for the Фрагмент Соран'рука.Шар Соран'рука (Requires level 20, Shareable w/ Warlocks)Starts and ends with Доан Кархан (49, 57) who is right outside of Camp Taurajo, The Barrens. Газ'рилла (Requires level 40, Shareable)Someone in your group must have the Молот Зул'Фаррака to
summon Газ'рилла. Your turn it in to Хранитель Ремул (36, 41), who is located in The Shrine of Remulos, Moonglade. Kill the two packs of fire elementals and the Осколок из Огненных Недр is a clickable rock on the left wall before the instance portal.Medium effortНаследие Черного Железа(Requires level 48, Shareable if prerequisite quest is
completed by other player)Must accept and turn in Наследие Черного Железа, provided by the same NPC. Minimum EffortТабличка Темнокамня (Requires level 57, Shareable)Pick up Вивиан Лягроб и табличка Темнокамня for easy XP from Аптекарь Зинг (50, 68) in the Apothecarium, Undercity.Starts and ends with Темный маг Вивиана
Лягроб (3, 48), located in Kargath, Badlands. Medium effortМаленький свиток (Requires level 28)(Note: You'll need to complete this quest to get another quest for Razorfen Downs later.)Drops from Чарлга Остробок, who is the final boss. Minimum effortВ поисках потерянного ранца (Requires level 9, Shareable)Испытание силы врага (Requires
level 9, Shareable)Starts and ends with Рахауро (70, 30), located on Elder Rise, Thunder Bluff. Minimum effortИзыскательский жезл (Requires level 40, Shareable)Starts and ends with Главный инженер Чепухастер (52, 28) in Gadgetzan, Tanaris. After you've killed Baron Rivendare, turn in the quest to Аурий in that same room. Coordinates in this
color.Dungeon level (Hard Medium At Level Easy)If you're looking for a general overview of each dungeon, I invite you to check out the Classic Dungeons Overview. Medium EffortMedium effortУНИЧТОЖИТЬ НА МЕСТЕ: Высокопоставленные чины Черного Железа (Requires level 50, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other
player)Must first complete УНИЧТОЖИТЬ НА МЕСТЕ: Дворфы Черного Железа.Starts with a РАЗЫСКИВАЕТСЯ poster in Kargath and ends with Полководец Клинозуб (5, 47), both in Kargath, Badlands. Вещи Блестяшки (Requires level 55) Приказ полководца (Requires level 55)Starts and ends with Полководец Клинозуб (5, 47) on top of the
watchtower in Kargath, Badlands. Return to TopNote: It's suggested to wait until level 60 to join this raid. The Красная шелковая банданаs drop from Defias Elites inside and outside of the instance. Minimum effortРиббли Крутипроб (Requires level 48, Shareable)Pick up quest Юка Крутипроб from Юрба Крутипроб (67, 24) in Steamwheedle Port,
Tanaris if you want easy XP.Starts and ends with Юка Крутипроб (66, 21) in Flame Crest, Burning Steppes. Blizzard EntertainmentFebruary 12, 2020With the latest update to WoW Classic, players can earn new reputation rewards and take on a class quest chain leading into the dark passages of the Temple of Atal’Hakkar. *Image made by teebling
over at barrens.chat*I made this guide mainly to help individuals who wish to break up the monotony of questing and grinding with dungeon runs. Take it to Герцог Николас Зверенхофф (81, 59), located in Light's Hope, Eastern Plaguelands.Maximum effortСимвол семейной любви (Requires level 52, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed
by other player)Must complete five previous quests (Bats, Dogs, and Carrion ones) provided by Тирион Фордринг (7, 43), located near a house on the western river, Eastern Plaguelands. Сродство с недрами (Requires level 55)Starts and ends with Лотос Хранитель Портала, a Blood Elf in Blackrock Mountain, who you have to run by in order to get
to the instance (you really can't miss him). Шкуры загадочных существ (Requires level 13, Shareable)Starts and ends with Налпак (46, 35). The Гриб-малиновикs are gathered inside and outside of the instance, but they give you Отравление грибом-малиновиком. Новая формула (Requires level 20) Starts and ends with Оззи Триггервольт (45,
49) in Kharanos, Dun Morogh. Святая вода (Requires level 55, Shareable)Starts and ends with Леонид Барталомей Чтимый (81, 57), located in Light's Hope, Eastern Plaguelands. Исследование порчи (Requires level 18, Shareable)Starts and ends with Гершал Шепот Ночи (38, 43), who is located in Auberdine, Darkshore. Украденный рецепт
громоварского (Requires level 50, Shareable)Pick up quest Вивиана Лягроб from Аптекарь Зинг (50, 68) in the Apothecarium, Undercity if you want easy XP.Starts and ends with Темный маг Вивиана Лягроб (3, 48) located in Kargath, Badlands. The Мешок ужасов Крастинова drops from Джандис Барова inside the instance. Someone, whether
in your group or not, needs to have the Серповидный ключ to open the door.Want a more in-depth guide, including how to do a Tribute Run? Quests which drop off of bosses inside the instance automatically get this rating.Maximum effort = Many prerequisite quests and/or a lot of travel time.< If you see this icon, you'll need to gather items.< If you
see this icon, it's a boss kill quest either inside or outside the dungeon. Once you have the Справочник Ностро по истреблению драконов, accept the quest, and turn it into Сказитель Лидрос located in The Athenaeum (Library), which can be accessed from either Dire Maul North or West. Панцири скарабеев (Requires level 40, Shareable)Starts
and ends with Тран'рек (51, 26) Gadgetzan, Tanaris. Maximum effort due to travel and Altar of ZulМедальон Некрума (Requires level 40, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete the three previous quests, starting with Тролльи клетки, which is completed in The Hinterlands.Starts and ends with Тадиус
Мрачная Тень (66, 19), located in Nethergarde Keep, Blasted Lands. Maximum effortУспокоить Гневливого (Requires level 25 due to prerequisite quest, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)You must first complete Война с Черным Железом provided by the same NPC.Starts and ends with Мотли Гармасон (49, 18), who is
located in Dun Modr, Northern Wetlands (which is the area right before the bridge to Arathi Highlands). The Troggs and Shamans are also located inside the instance. Be sure to communicate with your group before starting this quest.Starts with Белнистраз and turned into Жаровня Белнистраза in the area where the quest is completed. Цвет
крови (Requires level 22, Shareable)Starts and ends with Никова Раскол, who patrols around the inside perimeter of Old Town, Stormwind. Злодейство в Непроглядной Пучине (Requires level 18, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player) Must pick up В поисках Талрида (Shareable) provided by Рассветный дозорный Шедласс
(55, 24), in the Craftsmen's Terrace, Darnassus to be eligible for this quest. The mobs are Elite, so you will probably still need a group)Starts and ends with Вилдер Крапивец (65, 21) in Dwarven District, Stormwind. The ramp up to Dorn Plainstalker's cave is at (55,45).Starts and ends with Парквел Финталлас (57,65) located in The Apothecarium,
Undercity. You must go to Shadowfang Keep for the Большой фрагмент Соран'рука, then Blackfathom Deeps for the Фрагмент Соран'рукаs.Шар Соран'рука (Requires level 20, Shareable w/ Warlocks)Starts and ends with Доан Кархан (49, 57) who is right outside of Camp Taurajo, The Barrens. After you kill Immol'thar, head into The Athenaeum
(Library) and kill Принц Тортелдрин. This quest also starts and ends with Фел'зерул (47, 54) in Stonard, Swamp of Sorrows. Маршал Винздор (Requires level 48)Must complete two previous quests, starting with Драконья угроза provided by Хелендис Речной Мыс (85, 69) in Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes.Starts with Маршал Максвелл (84, 68)
in Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes and ends with Маршал Винздор, who is in a prison cell inside the instance. Искоренение Скверны (Requires level 15, Shareable) Starts and ends with Эбру (46, 35), located in the same place as Налпак. Use the Гадальный кристалл in the Great Ossuary (where you kill Громоклин) to summon and kill the Рыцарь
смерти Темный Терзатель. Медальон Некрума drops from Некрум Кишкожуй, who spawns at the bottom of the steps after you complete the encounter started by freeing Сержант Блай and his crew. Побег! (Requires level 50)Must complete six previous quests, starting with Драконья угроза provided by Хелендис Речной Мыс (85, 69) in
Morgan's Vigil, Burning Steppes. Рас Ледяной Шепот is located in the Laboratory and you have to use the Книга души to turn him into a human. Пропавшее ожерелье, этап 3 (Requires level 37)Starts with Рассыпавшееся ожерелье, which drops from Shadowforge or Shadowvault mobs outside or inside the instance.Horde cannot accept the quest
it gives, but keep it in your bag.Find Дран Дрофферс (59, 36), who is in a hut right before the Valley of Honor, Orgrimmar. Click the symbol on the floor in the room where you kill Барон Ривендер to complete the quest.Просьба мертвеца (Requires level 58, Shareable if prerequisite quests are completed by other player)Must complete nine previous
quests, starting with Сверхъестественное устройство provided by Моквар (35, 38) in Orgrimmar for Horde and Делиана (43, 52) in Ironforge for Alliance. Maximum effort You must do six previous quests, including Братство Справедливости, to get the next two quests. The "Истоки угрозы нежити" is located in the Gallery of Treasures inside the
dungeon. Minimum effortУгроза Темного Губителя (Requires level 58)Must first complete Существенная помощь provided by same NPC to be eligible for this quest.Starts and ends with Сагорн Гривастый Странник (38, 35), located with the other shaman trainers in the Valley of Wisdom, Orgrimmar. Once the quest is turned in, he’ll give another
quest, Da Voodoo, which will send them into the depths of the Temple of Atal’Hakkar. Командир Гор'шак (Requires level 48, Shareable if prerequisite quest is completed by other player)Starts with Галамав Стрелок (6, 47) in the top of the tower in Kargath, Badlands and ends with Командир Гор'шак inside the instance. Kill Генерал Драккисат,
who is the last boss of the raid. The thugs can be located inside the instance. At the end of the corridor, there will be an alter with two snakes that you click on to turn in the quest.Тайна камня (Requires level 46)You must complete the two prior quests, starting with Затонувший храм or Затонувший храм to be eligible.Pick up the quest from Марвон
Клепальщик (52, 45) in Tanaris. Верховный маг Аругал is the last boss in the instance.
19/10/2020 · By defeating invasion bosses players received 3-4 piece of waystones. There were also world-, and weekly quests to collect waystones. This currency is removed during the initial weeks of Patch 7.3. Catch Up Gear There are 2 new sets of catch-up gear available on Argus. The Relinquished gear mentioned above is the greater one.
14/11/2021 · Scholomance Dungeon Overview ScholomanceOLD is a level 55-60 dungeon in Classic WoW, located in the southeastern part of the Western Plaguelands, on an island named Caer’Darrow, consisting of mostly humanoid and undead enemies. In keeping with Patch 1.12, Scholomance is limited to groups of 5 players, although several other
dungeons allow more. … Stormwind City (a.k.a. New Stormwind or simply Stormwind), located north of Elwynn Forest on Azeroth region's northwest coast, is the capital city of the kingdom of Stormwind and the largest human city on Azeroth.After the Third War, it has become one of the last great human cities, and embodies the heart of the
Alliance.. No city better demonstrates human determination than … Battle for Mount Hyjal, also called "Hyjal Summit" after its subzone, is a 25 player raid instance in the Caverns of Time. Players go back in time to take part in the historic Battle of Mount Hyjal ending the Third War, "assisting" human, Horde, and night elf forces in fighting off the
Burning Legion and the Scourge, ultimately weakening Archimonde enough to allow for his final defeat. Battle for Mount Hyjal, also called "Hyjal Summit" after its subzone, is a 25 player raid instance in the Caverns of Time. Players go back in time to take part in the historic Battle of Mount Hyjal ending the Third War, "assisting" human, Horde, and
night elf forces in fighting off the Burning Legion and the Scourge, ultimately weakening Archimonde enough to allow for his final defeat.
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